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Enrichment cultures for free-swimming microaerophilic bacteria were prepared from marine sulfidic sedi-
ment samples (Nivå Bay, Denmark). We observed nine different morphotypes; three of these morphotypes
represented already-described species, i.e., Thiovulum majus, “Candidatus Ovobacter propellens,” and an
as-yet-unnamed large vibrioid bacterium. In addition, we observed several morphotypes of spirilla and one
vibrioid morphotype. A common feature of all investigated bacteria was that they aggregated chemotactically
at the oxic-anoxic interface, whereas preferred oxygen concentration were in the range of 1 to 10 �M. The
motile behavior and flagellar dynamics are analyzed in detail with an emphasis on spirilla.

Sulfidic marine sediments covered by air-saturated seawater
are generally characterized by steep opposing oxygen and sul-
fide gradients within the upper millimeters of the sediment.
Dissolved sulfide is produced by sulfate-reducing bacteria
within the anoxic deeper sediment layers, from where it con-
stantly diffuses upward toward the sediment surface (23). The
layer several 100 �m in thickness where molecular oxygen and
sulfide coexist at the oxic-anoxic interface harbors a variety of
colorless sulfur bacteria, which are able to utilize the free
energy obtained from the oxidation of reduced sulfur com-
pounds (18, 25). The position of the oxic-anoxic interface often
changes, e.g., due to convective water currents at the sediment
surface or due to diel activity cycles of oxygenic photosynthesis
(24). Thus, many colorless sulfur bacteria are highly motile in
order to follow their preferred position within the oxygen gra-
dient.

If the oxic-anoxic interface is positioned within or directly at
the surface of the sediment, species of colorless sulfur bacteria
relying on surface associated motility are often abundant in
high numbers (e.g., Beggiatoa spp. showing gliding motility or
Achromatium spp. showing “rolling” motility) (21, 31). How-
ever, if the sulfide production within the sediment is sufficiently
high, the oxic-anoxic border moves above the sediment surface.
Provided that the overlaying water is constantly mixed and air
saturated, this border will be positioned within the diffusive
boundary layer covering the sediment surface. The thickness of
this layer measures typically several 100 �m (26). In this case
only microaerophilic bacteria relying on free-swimming motil-
ity can keep their position at the oxic-anoxic interface.

Long known and best described among these free-swimming
species in marine environments is Thiovulum majus (19, 27,
42), whereas in recent years we described two additional new
species: “Candidatus Ovobacter propellens” (20) and a large
vibrio (designated NivaVib1 here) (39, 40). None of these
species have thus far been isolated in pure culture, most prob-
ably because the complex gradient system of their natural

environment could not be mimicked sufficiently by the applied
culturing techniques (40, 42). During our previous studies we
became aware that enrichment cultures for these three species
often also harbored several other species of free-swimming
microaerophilic bacteria, mostly spirilla. The present study
gives an overview of the additional species, with emphasis on
their morphology and motility behavior.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Enrichment culture. Sulfidic sediment mixed with decaying seagrass and mac-
roalgae was sampled from a marine sulfuretum with brackish water located in
Nivå Bay (25 km north of Copenhagen) and transported within 1 h to the
laboratory. The sediment was filled into open petri dishes (250 mm in diameter,
150 mm in height, no cover lid) and placed into an aquarium filled with seawater
(15 to 20 ppt salinity) from the sampling site (see Fig. 8A). The setup was kept
at room temperature and exposed to dim daylight. The water was constantly
aerated causing advective currents with flow velocities of ca. 5 mm s�1 above the
sediment surface, which ensured the long-term stability of the sulfide and oxygen
gradients at the sediment surface. Enrichment cultures could be kept for several
months by burying three sheets of Kleenex tissues in the sediment every 2 to 3
weeks, which provided organic nutrients for the heterotrophic bacterial popula-
tion in the anoxic sediment layers.

Flagellation. The flagellation of species with thick flagellar bundles could be
directly observed by light microscopy using phase contrast or differential inter-
ference contrast (DIC). Otherwise, bacteria were transferred onto a transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) grid covered with support film and fixed with OsO4

vapors. After drying, the prepared grid was inspected by a transmission electron
microscopy (full-mount TEM; Zeiss EM 900).

Flat-glass capillary preparations. The motility behavior within steep oxygen
gradients was investigated in flat-glass capillary preparations. Sediment surface
samples containing gradient bacteria were taken from the enrichment culture
with the help of a Pasteur pipette and filled into the center of flat glass capillaries
(8 by 0.8 by 40 mm inner dimensions; VitroCom, Inc., Mountain Lakes, N.J.).
The remaining space in the capillaries was filled with seawater from the enrich-
ment culture. The respiration of the bacteria ensured that the inner part of the
capillary became anoxic within 20 to 40 min. The investigated gradient bacteria
accumulated within the steep oxygen gradients at either end of the capillary,
where their motility behavior was investigated by combined video microscopy
and microsensor measurements. Alternatively, one side of the capillary was filled
with a sulfidic agar plug prepared from filtered seawater, 1% agarose, and
neutralized sodium sulfide solution (final concentration, 1 mM H2S). The sulfidic
agar plug maintained a stable sulfide-oxygen counter-gradient within the capil-
lary for 24 h.

Oxygen gradient measurements. Dissolved oxygen gradients were measured
with Clark-type oxygen microsensors with a guard cathode (35) connected to a
Picoammeter (Unisense A/S, Århus, Denmark). The microsensors had a tip
diameter of 10 to 20 �m and a �2% stirring sensitivity. A linear two-point
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calibration was performed in air-saturated and in anoxic seawater from the
enrichment culture. The microsensor was horizontally mounted on a microma-
nipulator (Märzhäuser Wetzlar, Wetzlar-Steindorf, Germany), and its tip was
inserted into the flat glass capillary containing the bacterial samples. The position
of the microsensor tip relative to the bacterial bands was documented by video
microscopy.

Video microscopy and motion analysis. Either a standard black-and-white
charge-coupled device (CCD) video camera (25-Hz frame rate, EHD kam pro;
EHD GmbH, Damme, Germany) or a high-speed CCD camera (up to 1,000-Hz
frame rate, CPL-MS1000 CCD; Canadian Photonic Lab, Minnedosa, Canada)
was connected to the video-tube of a microscope using either phase contrast or
DIC. Motion analysis was done by replaying the recorded movies on a screen
(�30 cm in diameter) overlaid with transparent sheets. Cell position and flagellar
configurations of consecutive frames were redrawn manually on the transparent
sheets. The obtained cell tracks were analyzed for swimming velocity, turning
angles, cell distribution in oxygen gradients, rotation rates of cells and flagella,
and flagellar beating patterns. Only cells with tracks lying within the focal plane
were taken into account.

Spatial heterogeneity of species composition. A metal grid (120 by 80 mm,
10-by-10-mm cell size) was placed 1 cm above the sediment surface of an
enrichment culture. The tip of a 1-ml Eppendorf pipette was carefully positioned
on the sediment surface at the center of a grid cell. A volume of 0.1 ml was
sucked into the pipette and transferred onto a microscope slide. The order of
magnitude of cell numbers in this preparation was determined by light micros-
copy (10� phase). This procedure was repeated for each grid position.

RESULTS

Morphotypes. During the period between January and June
of 2004, sulfidic sediment samples from Nivå bay were col-
lected about every 4 weeks for enrichment cultures in the
laboratory. The sediment surface of the enrichment cultures
were weekly screened by flat-glass capillary preparations for
the species composition of free-swimming microaerophilic bac-
teria. Altogether, we observed nine different morphotypes
(Fig. 1 and Table 1), each of them was found repetitively
during the period of observation. Three of them represented
conspicuous bacterial species, which have been described in
former publications, i.e., NivaVib1 (39, 40), “Ovobacter pro-
pellens” (20), and Thiovulum majus (10, 17, 42). Therefore, the
present study concentrates on the remaining six new morpho-
types comprising five spirilla (NivaSpi1-NivaSpi5) and one
vibrio (NivaVib2).

The four bigger spirilla NivaSpi1-NivaSpi4 could be un-
equivocally distinguished by the geometry of their spirilloid cell
shape (Table 1). In addition, NivaSpi2 and NivaSpi3 showed
bipolar flagellar bundles (monopolar directly after cell divi-
sion) that were clearly visible by phase-contrast or DIC mi-
croscopy (Fig. 1). The most prominent feature of NivaSpi4
were brownish, strongly light scattering iron depositions on the
cell surface (Fig. 1). The remaining morphotypes, which were
less than 3 �m in size, were classified by their spirilloid
(NivaSpi5) or vibrioid (NivaVib2) shape. All morphotypes pro-
liferated by binary cell division.

Motility behavior in oxygen gradients. The bacteria formed
dense, 100- to 200-�m-thick bands at the oxic-anoxic border
(e.g., Fig. 2A and B); the bands were often easily recognizable
by eye. Occasionally, the bands were dominated by a single
morphotype, but in most cases they consisted of a mixture of
morphotypes. The dissolved oxygen concentration at the cen-
ter of the bands within the oxygen gradient varied between 1
and 10 �M. However, within a single flat-glass capillary prep-
aration NivaSpi1-NivaSpi5, NivaVib1, NivaVib2, and “Ca.
Ovobacter” gathered at the same position within the oxygen

gradient. The only exception was Thiovulum, which was found
at higher oxygen concentrations of ca. 10 �M. Within oxygen
gradients steeper than ca. 100 �M mm�1, cells of all nine
morphotypes were able to accumulate in the bands. Within
weak oxygen gradients of less than ca. 10 �M mm�1, motile
cells of NivaVib1 were scattered randomly along the whole
length of the flat-glass capillary, whereas cells of NivaSpi1-
NivaSpi5 and NivaVib2 formed the usual sharp band at the
oxic-anoxic border (e.g., Fig. 2C).

Cells within the bands were constantly moving. The motility
pattern of NivaSpi1-NivaSpi5 could be described as a “run and
reverse” pattern: cells approaching either border of the band
stopped and started moving again in the opposite direction,
i.e., the anterior cell end became the posterior cell end and vice
versa. Thus, the effective turning angle of the cell tracks
peaked around 180°, with typically �50% of the turning angles
lying between 170° and 190° (Fig. 3). In contrast, the vibrioid
cells of NivaVib2 showed random directional changes (Fig. 3).

Generally, inward swimming speeds, i.e., speed of cells
swimming toward the anoxic region, did not differ from out-
ward swimming speeds. However, cells from NivaSpi1 showed
significantly (�200%) increased inward swimming speeds com-
pared to the outward ones (Table 1). This characteristic be-
havior allowed easy recognition of NivaSpi1 when observed
under the light microscope. The relationship between swim-
ming speeds, v, and rotation rates, r, of the cells along their
long axis were investigated for NivaSpi1-NivaSpi3. For these
morphotypes there was a direct linear dependence, i.e., v � kr,
where k is a morphotype-specific constant in micrometer units
(Fig. 4).

The flagellar bundles of two morphotypes, NivaSpi2 and
NivaSpi3, were visible in phase-contrast light microscopy.
Thus, it was possible to study the dynamics of the spirilla and
their flagella in detail by high-speed video microscopy. During
straight runs, the helical cell body (comprising a right-handed
helix as could be concluded by moving the focal plane up and
down) rotated counterclockwise if viewed from the anterior
end. The posterior flagellar bundle was aligned with the cell
body, whereas the anterior bundle was bent backward along
the cell body (Fig. 5).

The rotation of both flagellar bundles always started and
ceased simultaneously. When it ceased, it always was followed
by a reversal of swimming direction. The actual reversal takes
place within ca. 100 ms (Fig. 6). After both bundles stopped
rotating, the cell lies motionless for 83 	 57 ms (mean 	 the
standard deviation for NivaSpi3 [n � 8]) only affected by
Brownian motion. After this resting period, the cell starts again
rotating in the opposite direction. Within ca. 30 ms the for-
merly anterior bundle unfolds and gets aligned with the cell
body, becoming the anterior bundle for the new swimming
direction (Fig. 6). Simultaneously, the formerly posterior bun-
dle bends backward along the cell body becoming the anterior
bundle.

We investigated whether the reversal position is dependent
on the effective swimming speeds, veff, along the oxygen gra-
dient (see Discussion). The effective swimming speed is de-
fined as the velocity component parallel to the gradient, veff �
v cos(
), where v represents the total swimming speed and 

represents the angle between swimming direction and the di-
rection of the gradient. The data obtained for NivaSpi3 did not
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indicate any dependence between effective swimming speed
and reversal position; rather, the reversal positions lay around
an oxygen concentration of 15.4 	 4.6 �M (mean 	 the stan-
dard deviation [n � 15]) (Fig. 7).

In addition to the “run and reverse” motility pattern, an-
other band-forming mechanism was found for NivaSpi3. In
some flat-glass capillary preparations (about 1 out of 10 prep-
arations) they attached by a mucous stalk to debris particles.
The long axis of attached spirilla was always aligned with the
oxygen gradient, with the nonattached end pointing toward the
oxic side. Attached cells continually rotated along their long
axis. If the oxic-anoxic interface moved outward, the attached
cells kept their position within the oxygen gradient by elonga-
tion of their stalks. In this way, the stalks of many spirilla built

up a whitish, fibrillar, mucous fabric, which was clearly visible
by light microscopy. Within 30 min such a mucous fabric could
extend over several 100 �m. However, in most preparations
cells of NivaSpi3 remained free-swimming and did not attach.

Temporal and spatial heterogeneity. The enrichment cul-
tures showed temporal as well as spatial heterogeneity. Tem-
poral heterogeneity was most pronounced for the bigger mor-
photypes. The spirilla showing the iron deposits were mostly
found in enrichment cultures within the first days after collec-
tion of the sediment samples from the natural habitat. For
Thiovulum, “Ca. Ovobacter propellens,” NivaVib1, and NivaSpi1
we repeatedly observed mass occurrences, which lasted for
several days. Cells belonging to the smaller morphotypes
NivaSpi5 and NivaVib2 were always abundant. In contrast,

FIG. 1. Observed morphotypes of motile microaerophilic bacteria inhabiting the oxic-anoxic interface above sulfidic sediments (cells fixed with
glutaraldehyde). All photographs were taken under identical magnification and illumination conditions (magnification, �1,000 [DIC light
microscopy]). Flagellar bundles are visible for NivaSpi2, NivaSpi3, and “Ca. Ovobacter propellens.” NivaSpi3, NivaVib1, and “Ca. Ovobacter
propellens” show spherical refractile inclusions. Brownish light-scattering iron depositions (presumably ferric hydroxide) can be seen on NivaSpi4,
whereas Thiovulum possesses bright light-scattering sulfur inclusions. Scale bar, 5 �m.
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cells of NivaSpi3 and NivaSpi2 were only found occasionally
and were always outnumbered by other morphotypes.

Horizontal heterogeneity was observed on the sediment sur-
face of the enrichment culture at a scale of centimeters. Figure
8 shows the horizontal distribution of microaerophilic bacteria

in an enrichment culture, at a time when Thiovulum, NivaSpi1,
NivaSpi2, and NivaSpi4 were absent or rare. The center of the
enrichment culture was dominated by NivaVib1 (as can be
anticipated by the whitish mucous veils built up by NivaVib1

FIG. 2. Relative cell distribution (open bars) of different morpho-
types in oxygen gradients (black squares). Each graph represents an
individual flat-glass capillary preparation. (A and B) Narrow bands �
200 �m in thickness of NivaSpi1 (A) and NivaSpi3 (B) at the oxic-
anoxic border. (C) Preparation with shallow oxygen gradient. NivaSpi1
to -3 are aggregated in a narrow band at the oxic-anoxic interface,
whereas NivaVib1 is randomly scattered.

FIG. 3. Distribution of turning angles for the different morpho-
types. Error bars indicate the standard deviations. Due to their small
size, NivaSpi5 and NivaVib2 could not be distinguished by the tracking
procedure. Therefore, their turning angles are combined in the lowest
panel. However, direct visual inspection of their motility behavior
showed that NivaSpi5 mostly contributed to the peak at 180°, whereas
NivaVib2 showed random directional changes.
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[Fig. 8A]) accompanied by the small morphotypes NivaSpi5
and NivaVib2 (Fig. 8B). This region was surrounded by a zone
with highly abundant “Ca. Ovobacter” cells, whereas the outer
regions were dominated by Beggiatoa spp. and Achromatium
sp. (presumably Achromatium volutans). The spirilla of
NivaSpi3 showed very low abundance (Fig. 8B).

DISCUSSION

Our screening revealed nine different morphotypes of free-
swimming microaerophilic bacteria. The seven morphotypes
showing cell lengths of �5 �m most probably represent mono-
phyletic species, since they can be differentiated by many
unique features of their morphology and motility behavior
(Table 1). This conclusion does not hold for the two smallest
morphotypes, NivaSpi5 and NivaVib2, so they might in fact
represent a mixture of species. Three morphotypes could be
identified as species that have been described in detail in lit-
erature, i.e., Thiovulum majus (10, 17, 42), “Ca. Ovobacter
propellens” (20), and NivaVib1 (39, 40). Members of the spi-
rilla NivaSpi1 to -5 might be related to members of the genera

Spirillum or Aquaspirillum; for example, Spirillum winogradskyi
and Aquaspirillum bipunctata (both formerly belonging to the
genus Thiospira) have been described to aggregate chemotac-
tically at the interface of opposing oxygen and sulfide gradients
(11, 12, 29). However, the characteristic feature of both species
are light-scattering sulfur inclusions, which were never ob-
served for any spirillum in our present study. It is unlikely that
this absence of sulfur inclusions was due to environmental

FIG. 4. Observed relationship between cell rotation rate and swim-
ming speed for the spirilla NivaSpi1-NivaSpi3 (dots), together with
linear curve fits crossing the origin (lines, r2 � 0.8). The numbers next
to the curve fits gives their steepness in units of micrometers. In
addition, the literature data for Spirillum volutans are shown (30).

FIG. 5. Dynamics of a straight-swimming spirillum with bipolar
flagella. The straight arrow indicates the swimming direction, curved
arrows designate rotation directions of the cell body and the flagella.
The terms c.w. (for clockwise) and c.c.w. (for counterclockwise) specify
the rotation direction of the flagellar motors relative to the cell mem-
brane (if seen from outside the spirillum).

FIG. 6. Dynamics of a reversing spirillum of NivaSpi3 (A) and
NivaSpi2 (B). Drawings outline the configuration of the cell body and
the flagellar bundles at equidistant time points (given in milliseconds
next to every second drawing). Straight and curved arrows indicate
swimming direction and rotation direction of the cell body, respec-
tively.
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conditions (e.g., low abundance of reduced sulfur compounds
in the surrounding water) because cells of Thiovulum always
showed a high content of sulfur inclusions.

The chemotactic aggregation of the described morphotypes
at the oxic-sulfidic interface points to a metabolism that is
related to the oxidation of reduced sulfur compounds. How-
ever, thus far, this has only been proven for Thiovulum (42). It
cannot be excluded that some morphotypes represent, e.g.,
microaerophilic organoheterotrophic species, since the eutro-
phic sediment in the enrichment cultures will also give rise to
opposing gradients of dissolved organic compounds and oxy-
gen.

The morphotype NivaSpi4 is an exception from these con-
siderations. The observed brownish light-scattering depositions
resemble descriptions of ferric hydroxide depositions found in
iron-oxidizing bacterial mats (15, 16). In fact, two spirilloid
iron-oxidizing bacteria have been isolated, which formed bac-
terial plates within opposing gradients of ferrous sulfide and
oxygen (14). They were tightly associated with ferric hydrox-
ides depositions. The common features suggest that NivaSpi4
is related to these isolates. NivaSpi4 was only observed in
freshly sampled enrichment cultures. The fresh sediment sam-
ples probably contained sufficient ferrous iron for NivaSpi4,
whereas after some days the ferrous iron pool was removed by
oxidation and deposited as ferric hydroxides.

Chemotactic strategy. Bacterial chemotaxis is best under-
stood from studies with E. coli. It can be briefly described as a
“run and tumble” strategy: straight swimming paths are inter-
rupted by random directional changes (random walk). When
E. coli senses increasing concentrations of an attractant along
its swimming path, the probability for a tumble event is de-
creased, which results on average in a migration toward the
attractant (biased random walk) (5, 7). In our study, only the
small vibrioid morphotype NivaVib2 showed a “run and tum-
ble” strategy, as can be expected from the random directional
changes (Fig. 3).

All other morphotypes used different chemotactic strategies.

Those used by Thiovulum (19, 38), “Ca. Ovobacter” (20), and
NivaVib1 (39) were described in earlier publications. The re-
maining morphotypes represent all spirilla showing a “run and
reverse” strategy, a feature which has often been observed for
motile marine bacteria (3, 4). It has been shown that a “run
and reverse” strategy is advantageous for microenvironmental
conditions typical for marine bacteria (2, 4, 30). This is obvi-
ously true in our case of one-dimensional oxygen gradients.
The 180° directional changes ensure that the spirilla have a
100% chance of returning to their aggregation band from ei-
ther side. In contrast, a random change in direction would
allow the spirilla only a 50% chance to return to their aggre-
gation band by a single directional change (Fig. 2).

Chemotaxis of E. coli is based on temporal sensing, i.e., the
bacterium does not react to the absolute attractant concentra-
tion; rather, it senses temporal concentration changes (1, 7). If
the spirilla in our study also relied on temporal sensing, then
the reversal position within the oxygen gradient should be
dependent on the effective swimming speed along this gradi-
ent. That is, spirilla with fast effective swimming speeds should
reverse sooner when approaching the band borders than spi-
rilla with lower effective swimming speeds. However, our in-
vestigation of this issue for the spirillum NivaSpi3 revealed no
obvious relationship between effective swimming speed and
reversal position in the oxygen gradient (Fig. 7). Rather, the
reversal at the oxic border occurred around a threshold oxygen
concentration of 15 �M. Therefore, the sensing principle of
NivaSpi3 should be termed “threshold sensing.” The advan-
tage of threshold sensing might be that it requires less complex
intracellular signaling mechanisms than temporal sensing. The
latter requires some kind of memory for detecting temporal
concentration changes, as well as some adaptive mechanism in
order to cope with attractant concentration varying over sev-
eral orders of magnitude (1, 7). In contrast, threshold sensing
needs neither a memory nor an adaptive mechanism.

An earlier publication (39) on the chemotactic behavior of
NivaVib1 demonstrated that these bacteria most likely utilize
spatial gradient sensing. This mechanism would be based on
two independent sensor regions at either end of the vibrioid
cell. The bacterium would sense the oxygen gradient along its
cell body by comparing the signals of both sensor regions. It
was experimentally shown that NivaVib1 could sense a differ-
ence in oxygen concentration of 0.2 �M along their cell bodies
(39). In the present study we observed that NivaVib1 is not
able to aggregate in a band when the oxygen gradient is as low
as 3 �M mm�1 (Fig. 2C). This corresponds to a maximal
concentration difference of ca. 0.02 �M between the two ends
of the cell. This value comes close to the theoretical noise limit
calculated for spatial sensing (39); thus, NivaVib1 was no
longer able to orient itself in the oxygen gradient. In contrast,
the spirilla could aggregate in a band by threshold sensing (Fig.
2C).

Motility mechanisms of spirilla. The hydrodynamics of bac-
teria are characterized by low Reynolds numbers (33), for
which inertial forces can be neglected. In this regime, the
motion of a spirillum through water can be envisaged by a
screw penetrating a piece of wood (9, 34). The necessary
torque is produced by the flagellar motors at either end of the
spirillum (6). The standard conformation of bacterial flagella
resembles a left-handed helix (41). Since the cell body and the

FIG. 7. Effective swimming speed (i.e., velocity component parallel
to the oxygen gradient) of NivaSpi3 plotted against the oxygen con-
centration of the reversal positions at the oxic border of the bacterial
band.
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flagella rotate in opposite directions, the cell body necessarily
must form a right-handed helix in order that the propulsive
forces of the cell body and the trailing flagellum act in the same
direction (Fig. 5). Thus, a right-handed helix should be a com-

mon feature for spirilla, as we confirmed for the spirilla in the
present study. The rotation of the leading flagellum, which is
bent back along the cell body, provides additional torque to the
cell body. Interestingly, the flagellar motors at the two ends of

FIG. 8. Spatial heterogeneity of an enrichment culture. (A) Top view of enrichment culture overlaid with the sampling grid (80 by 120 mm,
10-by-10-mm grid size). The center of the sediment surface is covered by whitish veils built up by NivaVib1. (B) Distribution patterns of all sulfide
gradient bacteria abundant at the time point of investigation (given in cell numbers per 0.1 ml).
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the spirillum must always rotate in opposite directions (Fig. 5).
This asymmetry necessarily requires some intracellular control
mechanism, which may be unique for spirilla. A reversal in
swimming direction consists of the sequence (i) stopping of all
flagellar motors, (ii) resting for 20 to 140 ms, and finally (iii)
starting of all flagellar motors in the opposite direction. The
main propulsion force is apparently provided by the helical cell
body; otherwise, the trailing flagellum would not be able to
unfold after a reversal has taken place (Fig. 6).

At low Reynolds numbers the relation between cell rotation
rate r and swimming speed v should theoretically show a linear
dependence (32, 33), i.e., v � kr, where k is a constant. Our
data agree with this very well (Fig. 4), showing that each spi-
rilloid morphotype has its specific constant k. For comparison,
the data obtained for the freshwater spirillum Spirillum volut-
ans obtained by Ramia and Swan are also shown (34) (Fig. 4).
S. volutans is morphologically similar to NivaSpi3. In the limit
of very high viscosities of the surrounding medium, one full
rotation of the cell body should result in a displacement equiv-
alent to one period p of the spirilloid cell body. This implies
that the constant k should be equal to p. However, due to the
finite viscosity of water, measured values of k (Fig. 4) were
generally smaller than the respective values for p (Table 1).
This allows the definition of the slip s � 1–kp�1, where s � 0
represents no slip and s � 1 corresponds to 100% slip (i.e., the
cell is rotating but does not translate). According to this defi-
nition, the spirilla NivaSpi1, NivaSpi2, and NivaSpi3 show s
slips of 0.45, 0.72, and 0.71, respectively. The cell shape of
NivaSpi1 is characterized by a comparably large diameter of
the helix in relation to the diameter of the cell body (Fig. 1).
This might explain why this spirillum moves more efficiently,
i.e., with less slip than the other spirilla. However, quantitative
investigations of the efficiency (i.e., the fraction of the flagellar
motor power which is converted into lateral movement) in-
volve more complex considerations (32).

Temporal and spatial heterogeneity. The observed hetero-
geneous spatial distribution of microaerophilic bacteria in our
enrichment cultures (Fig. 8) can be explained by locally differ-
ing oxygen gradients. The white veils formed by NivaVib1 in
the center of the enrichment culture (Fig. 8A) indicate an
oxic-anoxic interface positioned some millimeters above the
sediment surface. Toward the borders of the enrichment cul-
ture, the position of the interface shifts downward, finally lying
within the upper sediment layer, as can be anticipated by the
bright sandy sediment surface. This is reflected by the distri-
bution of the different species of colorless sulfur bacteria. The
center of the enrichment culture is predominantly inhabited by
NivaVib1, NivaSpi5, and NivaVib2. This region is surrounded
by a region where “Ca. Ovobacter” is very abundant, which
indicates that “Ca. Ovobacter” prefers regions where the oxic-
anoxic interface lies very close to the sediment surface. Finally,
Beggiatoa spp. and Achromatium sp., both relying on surface-
associated motility, are found in regions where the oxic-anoxic
interface is positioned within the sediment.

Another factor determining the spatial heterogeneity is the
steepness of the oxygen gradient. As already discussed above,
NivaVib1 can only aggregate at locations with oxygen gradients
steeper than ca. 30 �M mm�1 (39), whereas the spirilla will
also inhabit locations with oxygen gradients as low as 3 �M
mm�1.

Diversity of species and ecological significance. A diversity
of free-swimming colorless sulfur bacteria has been described
in the literature. Considering only neutrophilic and mesophilic
species, they can be divided into aerotolerant and microaero-
philic ones. The first group, comprising the genera Thiobacil-
lus, Thiomicrospira, and Thiosphaera, is by far the best de-
scribed because these organisms can be easily isolated and
grown in pure cultures (28). The culture conditions do not
require specially prepared chemical gradients; typically, homo-
geneously mixed thiosulfate and dissolved oxygen serve as the
main substrates. The members of these species are average in
size (several micrometers). Although they have been reported
to exhibit flagellar motility, few studies of their motility and
chemotactic behavior exist (8). However, because they have a
size comparable to Eschericia coli, their swimming speeds are
expected not to exceed 100 �m s�1, and their chemotaxis is
expected to involve “run and tumble.”

The second group, comprising the microaerophilic species,
has been termed “morphologically conspicuous sulfur-oxidiz-
ing bacteria” (29). Due to their relatively large size (�5 �m)
and their frequently unusual morphology, members of this
group have been described since the early days of microbiol-
ogy, e.g., Thiovulum or Thiospira (10, 11, 17). The recently
described species “Ca. Ovobacter” (20) and a large vibrioid
bacterium (designated NivaVib1 here) (40) should be added to
this group since they share a common ecological niche. To-
gether with all of the other morphotypes described in the
present study, all of these bacteria inhabit a thin layer in which
oxygen and sulfide coexist on top of the sulfidic sediment. This
may explain why all of these bacteria are relatively large: they
are much less affected by Brownian motion than normal-sized
bacteria (13), and they can achieve higher swimming speeds
(up to 1,000 �m s�1) (20). The diminished Brownian motion
enables them to develop sophisticated motility strategies,
whereas the high speeds let them cope with advective water
currents on the sediment surface (30).

Altogether, the two described groups should be found in two
different habitats. The aerotolerant species should predomi-
nate in habitats where advective mixing of oxygen and reduced
sulfur compounds takes place: e.g., black smokers (36), che-
mocline in lakes (37), and leaching in mines rich in ferrous
sulfide (22). The microaerophilic species should predominate
in aquatic benthic habitats where solute transport is predom-
inantly governed by diffusion and thus a thin microoxic zone
develops (23). Only few examples of this group of organism
have been isolated in pure culture thus far (see, for example,
reference 11). We hope that our findings will encourage at-
tempts to isolate additional members of this group. Supporting
information and movies can be accessed online (http://www
.mbl.ku.dk/mkuhl/DSGC).
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